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But what's new? When upgraded from Android 8 to Android 9, also known as Android Pie, we get a lot of interface changes, a new way of navigating the interface, and a set of tools so as not to spend too much time with your phone. Android Pie and Android Oreo: The aesthetics of Android 9, obtained by Google Pixel,
was eliminated more than in 2014. This makes the Google Pixel look a bit stiff or old-fashioned compared to other smartphones with a user interface. However, compared to previous versions, Android Pie has more colors, more curves. Some edges of the interface have been softened. DesignSu has a lot of changes for
example, the settings menu now has colorful icons. The Fast Drop-Down Settings bar uses a blue circle instead of a flat icon as before. The notification drop-off menu is also more curved than on Android Oreo. You get used to this new interface in about five minutes. This original Android interface has a nicer, more
comfortable style of Samsung, Huawei and other user interfaces. Android Pie and Android Oreo: Health Protection A new feature called Dashboard lets you see how much time you spend on your phone every day. It also allows you to simulate this time in a chart circle with the apps you use. Android P allows you to view
screen time and set usage limits for the Review app, which is a great tool that lets you see how well the apps are being used. It also marks the number of times you unlock your phone per day and the number of notifications you receive. Android Pie and Android Oreo: limited use Do you want to establish your own
discipline? Android Pie also lets you do this. The app timer sets a time limit for the use of certain apps. You'll get reminders when you're close to the usage limit. The app icon will turn gray. App Timers is a neat way to limit bad habits. Android Pie and Android Oreo: Wind Down Night Mode is another mainstay in Android
Pie's Digital Wellbeing feature. Android Oreo has a feature called NightLight. This mode eliminates blue light, more pleasant eyes at night. The screen looks yellow/orange and less destructive to sleep. Wind down on Android Pie also has a lot of updates. You still have the best Night Light. When it's bedtime, the screen
goes gray and no bother is activated. Like the digital well-being feature above, Wind Down makes using your phone healthier. Android Pie and Android Oreo: Android Oreo brightness control has a fairly standard adaptive brightness mode. This increases and reduces the brightness of the screen depending on the lighting
conditions of the environment. All but the cheapest phones today have this feature. Android Pie makes adaptable brightness a little smarter. It learns from the adjustments you make in different lighting conditions. The system then displays a custom light curve. Theoretically, setting up Auto Brightness will give you exactly
the level of brightness you want after a few days of normal use. Android Pie and Android Oreo: Battery Manager Battery Manager will work better in Android Pie. As a result, battery life has also improved significantly. In the last few Android updates, Google has tried to make the operating system consume less battery
life. Android Pie makes it easier to control the use of background batteries. Apps you don't use will have only the most basic solutions when working with a background. Any notifications from these apps may be blocked from being sent. This will result in less battery leakage. Apps you use regularly won't be affected.
Android Pie and Android Oreo: Android 9 Pie AI app is smarter than Android 8 Oreo. It predicts the features you want and prioritizes putting them first when you're looking for them. It can be a shortcut to call someone, continue a playlist on Spotify, or call a taxi. What you see depends on what you do, the time of day,
whether it's just the action of the headphone jack (or wireless connection) and so on. Apps are offered more accurately and conveniently than the most obvious place where these offers appear just below the icon in the app menu. However, these offers will also appear in the global search bar, Google Assistant and
Google Play Store. This is another example learned how clever it is, by collingwood's past behavior. Android Pie and Android Oreo: Volume control tap the volume button on Oreo's Android phone and pop-up controls will vary depending on the context. This is a change in Android Pie. The volume buttons control the
volume of the media in the standard norm, allowing you to lower the volume of the track or video before it starts playing. The volume button on Android P Volume Interface also has a switch between silence, normal and vibration notification mode. You can still change the volume of notifications with a settings shortcut
below the volume slider. Android Pie and Android Oreo: Copy and paste copy and paste is one of the most sensible adjustments to Android Pie. When you click and drag to select a phrase in an article or email, you will see an enlarged version of the copy under your finger. This makes it much easier to choose the right
text. Android Oreo has introduced a number of other useful additional services, such as automatic selection of addresses and phone numbers. Like Android O, choosing a certain part of the article still feels uncomfortable. Android Pie and Android Oreo: Navigate almost all Android phones using the same basic interface
with 3 soft navigation keys at the end. Android P offers a new approach, a method based on the central button that looks like a small white tablet. Touch it and it will work just like a regular Home button. Smooth gestures however, swipe up to access the latest apps. There is also a Back button that only appears when
back is possible. If you're not familiar, you can use the same classic soft keys as before. Android Pie and Android Oreo: The latest apps in Android Oreo, the latest Apps screen is a stack of 3D cards, each of which is a newly used app. It works well enough, but won't match Android Pie's navigational gestures. Multitaz
tasker has a lot of changes in Android Pie, this multi-backwards tasker is more like the iPhone app conversion interface. Previews of apps are flat maps next to each other. This is the most visual difference between Android 8 and 9. The View L'do cập nhật Android Pie l' một sự lựa chọn s'ng suốt Di Động Việt The ninth
main version of the Android PieA mobile operating system androidAndroid Pie home screen on Google Pixel 2DeveloperGoogleaGeneralavailabilityAugust 6, 2018; 2 years ago (2018-08-06)Last release9.0.0_r61 / October 5, 2020; 10 days ago (2020-10-05) Kernel typeMonolithic Kernel (Linux Kernel) Preceded
byAndroid 8.1 OreoSucceed byAndroid 10Official websitewww.android.com/versions/pie-9-0/Support statusSupported (code name Android P during development) is the ninth major release and 16th version of the Android mobile operating system. It was first released as a developer preview on March 7, 2018, and was
released publicly on August 6, 2018. As of September 2020, 26.06% of Android devices are running Pie (API 28), making it the second most common version of Android. The history of Android Pie, then called Android P, was first announced by Google on March 7, 2018, and the first developer preview was released on
the same day. The second preview, which is considered a beta version, was released on May 8, 2018. The third preview, titled Beta 2, was released on June 6, 2018. The fourth preview, titled Beta 3, was released on July 2, 2018. The final beta version of Android P was released on July 25, 2018. On August 6, 2018,
Google officially announced the final release of Android 9 under the name Pie, with an update originally available for modern Google Pixel devices, and releases for Android One devices and others to follow later this year. Essential Phone was the first third-party Android device to receive an update for Pie, particularly in
the coming day and date with its final release. The Sony Xperia X-3 was the first device to be pre-installed by Android Pie. Custom Distributions See also: A list of custom Android distributions there are, as from August 2019, several notable custom distributions Android (ROMs) 9.0 Pie. Features The Custom Experience
Android Pie uses a Google update material language design, informally called Material Design 2.0. Reconstruction provides a great variance in aesthetics, encouraging the creation of custom themes for basic guidelines and components rather than a standardized appearance. Lower aligned navigation bars are also



more visible. As applied to the Android Pie interface, rounded corners (influenced by Google's own theme used in the home implementation software Material Design 2.0) are more visible. In addition, Pie provides official support for screen cutouts (cutouts), including THEIs and system behavior depending on their size
and Android certification requirements limit devices to two cutouts that can only be at the top or bottom of the screen. The most significant user interface interface Pie is a redesigned navigation bar on the screen. Unlike previous versions of Android, it consists only of a thin home button and a Back button, drawn only if
available. The bar uses a navigation gesture: swiping up the screen opens up, redesigning the existing menu of the latest apps. Scrolling the handle to the right activates the app switch. The gesture bar is used mainly on new devices such as the Pixel 3; existing devices can either use the previous navigation key setting
or offer a choice in gesture navigation. Unlike the previous menu of recent apps, Overview uses a horizontal layout rather than a vertical layout, and text can also be selected and copied from applications appearing there (although this uses OCR rather than native text to save resources). Pixel Launcher exclusively
supports the ability to access the app box and most recently used applications from the review as well. However, this integration is property, as there are currently no plans to offer the necessary integration towards the software due to security concerns. In addition, when you turn on the rotation lock on the navigation
rack, there is a button to rotate the screen. The notification area has been redesigned, the watch has moved to the left, and the number of icons that can be displayed at the same time is limited to four to accommodate displays that may have notched outs in the center. Panels attached to quick settings have been
removed; The long-pressed switch directs users to the appropriate settings screen. Chat notifications can now be threaded, displaying previous messages within (complementing the existing response functionality). If a certain type of notification is often disabled, the user will now be asked to disable it. The Do Not Disturb
mode has been redesigned with a large set of settings. The power menu now contains a screenshot button (which now supports cropping after it's taken) and an additional lock mode that disables biometric unlocking methods. The volume pop-up now only controls the volume of the media, as well as the choice of audio,
vibrating or quiet modes for notifications. Users are sent to the Settings menu to change the volume of notifications. A larger display has been added to the text selection, and the smart link offers access to the relevant applications if certain types of text (such as phone numbers or addresses) are highlighted. The Android
Pie platform makes major changes to power management, using algorithms to prioritize background activity by apps based on long-term usage patterns and predictions, dividing apps into Active, Working (running frequently), Frequent, Rare and Never. Similar adaptive brightness settings are automatically adjusted based
on detected lighting conditions. Lighting. of these features were developed in collaboration with DeepMind. The PrecomputedText API (also available as a compatibility library compatible with Android 4.0 and newer) can be used to handle text displays in the background, as opposed to a user interface stream to improve
performance. The fingerprint authentication API has also been updated to take into account different types of biometric authentication (including face scanning and fingerprint readers on the screen). Android Runtime can now create compressed bytecode files, and profile data can be uploaded to Google Play servers to
be bundled with apps when downloaded by users with a similar device. Apps that target old Android API levels (starting with Android 4.2) display a warning when running. The Google Play Store now requires that all apps focus on the API level released last year, and will also require 64-bit support in 2019. Android Pie
supports IEEE 802.11mc, including Wi-Fi Round Trip Time for location positioning. The camera's API now supports access to multiple cameras at the same time. Apps can no longer perform background audio or video recordings unless they come to the fore. There is support for high-efficiency image file formats (subject
to patent licensing and hardware support) and VP9 Profile 2. DNS over TLS is supported under the name Private DNS. Android Go for Android Pie consumes less memory than the previous release, and has improvements in security and tracking storage. Receiving shortly after its launch, several users on Pixel and
Essential Phone devices noted a decrease in battery life. As Android Pie became available for longer phones, some users on different devices reported similar comparisons. See also the android version of Links' story on Android Source. Google Git. Received on September 10, 2019. Android Security Bulletin - July 2020.
An open source Android project. Mobile tablet Android Version Market Share Worldwide. StatCounter Global Statistics. Received on October 13, 2020. El Khoury, Rita. Google announces Android P: Notch support, multi-camera API, indoor positioning and more. Android police. Ltd. Illogical robot. Received on March 7,
2018. Whitwam, Ryan. Android P developer preview images and OTA files are currently live, but no beta program yet. Android police. Ltd. Illogical robot. Received on March 7, 2018. Dave Burke (May 8, 2018). What's new in the beta version of Android P. Blog developers Android. Google. Received on August 17, 2018.
Dave Burke (June 6, 2018). Android P Beta 2 and final Android developer's blog. Google. Received on August 17, 2018. Dave Burke (July 2, 2018). Android P Beta 3 is now available. Android developer's blog. Google. Received on August 17, 2018. Dave Burke (July 25, 2018). The final preview update, the official
Android P soon!. Android developer's blog. Android. Received on August 16, 2018. Chris Welch (August 6, 2018). The main phone is being upgraded to Android 9 Pie on the same day as Google Pixel. Face. Received on April 10, 2019. Bon, Dieter (August 6, 2018). Android 9 Pie is available for Google Pixel phones
today. Face. Received on April 10, 2019. Sony Xperia X'3 unveiled: Big, curved OLED display!. GSMArena. Received on August 30, 2018. b c d e f h i j k l n o p Amadeo, Ron (September 13, 2018). Android 9 Pie, carefully reviewed. Ars Technica. Received on January 25, 2019. a b c d Bohn, Dieter (August 16, 2018).
Android 9 Pie review: predictive OS. Face. Received on January 25, 2019. Rahman, Mishaal (March 7, 2018). Here's all new in Android P Developer Preview 1 for Google Pixel/XL and Pixel 2/XL. Developers XDA. Received on March 8, 2018. Chris Welch (March 7, 2018). The biggest early visual changes in Android P.
Fringe. Received on March 8, 2018. Wallen, Jack. How to incorporate DNS over TLS into Android Pie. TechRepublic. Received on January 25, 2019. Gartenberg, Haim (August 15, 2018). Android 9 Pie (Go Edition) will make Android Go better this fall. Face. Received on January 25, 2019. Ben Shun (August 15, 2018).
Has your battery life been worse on Android 9 pie? (Poll). Android Pie has battery problems. November 1, 2018. Jacob Segal (November 2, 2018). Some users experience a terrible battery leak on Android Pie. External links Official website is derived from
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